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Abstract 
The quotients Y = X/conj by the complex conjugation conj : X -+ X for complex rational and 
Enriques surfaces X defined over Iw are shown to be diffeomorphic to connected sums of D2, 
whenever the Y are simply connected. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. The main results 
Given a complex algebraic surface X defined over IR, one can consider the complex 
conjugation, conj : X --f X, and the quotient Y = X/ conj. If X is nonsingular, then 
Y is a closed 4-manifold, which inherits an orientation and smooth structure from X, 
so that the quotient map, q : X 4 Y, is an orientation preserving and smooth double 
covering branched along the fixed points set, XR, of the conjugation. We call the latter 
the real part of X. 
The main results of this paper are the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. rfX is a rational nonsingular complex sur$ace defined over IR with XR # 0, 
then Y is diffeomorphic to #,02, where m = i(b;(X) + >I(X~) - 1). 
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Theorem 2. If X is an Enriques sutiace defined over R and Y is simply connected, then 
Y is diffeomorphic to #,@p2, where m = ix(X~) + 4. 
Recall that from the differential topology point of view a rational surface is either 
- 
S2 x S2 (ruled surfaces Fzk, k 3 0), or @P2 #k @P2, whereas Enriques surfaces can 
be described as quotients of K3-surfaces by fixed point free involutions. Applying the 
Hirzebruch signature formula and the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to the branched covering 
q, we have 
c(X) = 20(Y) - x, 0 x,, x(X) = 2x(Y) -x(X,), 
where g denotes the signature, and XR o X, the self-intersection number in X. Further, 
X, 0 XR = -x(X& since the normal bundle to X, is the tangent bundle multiplied by 
i. Thus 
b,+(Y) = i@(X) - 1) =&J(X), b,(Y) = #$(X) + x(Xps) - 1), 
provided bl (X) = 0 (which implies bl (Y) = 0). Therefore, Freedman’s and Donaldson’s 
theorems imply that Y is homeomorphic to #,m* if Y is simply connected and X has 
genus 0. Furthermore, it is well known (and trivial) that Y is simply connected if X is 
simply connected and XR # 0. It can also be simply connected even when X is not, 
and most topological types of real Enriques surfaces provide such examples. The goal of 
the above theorems is therefore to show that the quotients Y for rational and Enriques 
sur$aces X cannot be exotic #,D2. 
1.2. History of the subject 
In the case X = CP2 the diffeomorphism Y ” S4 is well known and follows from 
Cerf’s theorem (see [10,13] presenting different versions of such a proof). For a real 
quadric or a cubic surface, X c @P3, the diffeomorphism type of Y was determined 
in [12]. In [6,7] the author found the differential type of Y for several families of real 
algebraic surfaces X and, in particular, for certain rational surfaces. The diffeomorphism 
(cP2/ conj g S4 implies also that a blow-up at a point P E X, preserves the quotient, 
(X#@PL)/conj Z Y#S4” Y. 
A blow-up at a pair of conjugated imaginary points of X descends, obviously, to a blow- 
up of the quotient Y. It follows that it suffices to prove Theorem 1 only for real minimal 
models of rational surfaces. 
1.3. Structure of the paper 
In Section 2, we recall some basic definitions related to real algebraic surfaces and 
formulate the classification theorem for real minimal models of rational surfaces. In 
Section 3 we analyze certain classes of real minimal rational surfaces and complete the 
proof of Theorem 1. In Section 4 we deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem I. 
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2. Real minimal models for rational surfaces 
2.1. Real s&aces 
By a real variety (a real surface, a real curve) we mean a pair, (X, conj), where 
X is a complex variety and conj :X --t X an anti-holomorphic involution, called the 
complex conjugation or the real structure. A morphism, XI t X2, between real varieties, 
(Xi, conj,), i = 1,2, IS called real if it commutes with the complex conjugations in X1 
and X2. It is not difficult to see that if X is an algebraic real variety, then there exists 
a real embedding X c @PN, which makes X an algebraic variety over R (such an 
embedding is defined by L @ conj*(C), where .L is a very ample line bundle on X, cf. 
Ul). 
By a real rational sr&ace we mean a real surface which is rational as a complex 
surface. A ruled surface f : X -+ B is called real if X and B are supplied with a 
real structure so that the ruling f is a real morphism. By a real rational conic bundle 
we mean a real morphism f : X -+ @P’ , whose generic fibers are rational curves and 
singular fibers split into wedges of two rational curves. 
2.2. Real minimal models 
A blow-up X’ + X at a real point of a real surface (X, conj) will be called an 
elementary real blow-up of type 1. A blow-up at a pair of conjugated imaginary points of 
X will be called an elementary real blow-up of type 2. It is easy to see that in the both 
cases X’ inherits a real structure making X’ --f X a real morphism. It is well known 
(cf. [ 141) that any real birational equivalence between real surfaces can be decomposed 
into a sequence of elementary real blow-ups and downs. A real surface (X, conj) is 
called real minimal if every real birational morphism X + X’, where X’ is a smooth 
real surface, is an isomorphism. In the other words, X is minimal if for any exceptional 
curve, C c X, (i.e., rational curve with C o C = -l), we have C o conj(C) 3 1. 
As it is mentioned above, a real blow-up of type 1 does not change the quotient Y, a 
real blow-up of type 2 descends to a blow-up on Y, and the proof of Theorem 1 will be 
completed after we check its statement for minimal models of real rational surfaces. 
According to Comessatti [2], the minimal models of real rational surfaces are classified 
as follows (see also [1,14]). 
Theorem 3. Assume that X is a minimal real rational sur$ace. Then X is real isomorphic 
to one of the following types: 
(1) @P* with the usual real structure; 
(2) a quadric in CP3 which does not contain real points (Xw = 0); 
(3) a quadric with X, E S*; 
(4) a real ruled rational sutiace, X ” F,, n 3 0, which has the real part X, 
homeomorphic to a Klein bottle if n is odd, and either homeomorphic to a torus 
or empty if n is even; 
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(5) a real conic bundle over CP’ with an even number 2n, of singularfibers, which 
are all real and consist of pairs of complex conjugated exceptional curves; in this 
case XR 2 nS2; 
(6) a real de1 Pezzo surface of degree 2 with X, ” 4S2, which can be constructed 
as a double plane with the branch locus a real quartic; 
(7) a real de1 Pezzo sulfate of degree I with XR ” RP2 II 4S2, which can be 
constructed as a real double quadratic cone, X -+ Q, whose branch locus is the 
intersections of the cone Q c CP3, with a cubic su$ace, and a jurther branch 
point is the vertex of Q. 
Here il stands for disjoint union and nS2 for disjoint union of n spheres. 
Note that to prove Theorem 1 we need to consider only the cases (4) (5) and (7), 
since in the case (2) Xa = 0 and in the cases (I), (3), (6) the statement of Theorem 1 is 
well known (see [IO,131 for (1) [12] for (3) and [6] for (6)). The cases (4), (5) and (7) 
are considered below. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
3.1. Real ruled sur$aces 
Consider a real ruled rational surface p : X + @PI, put A = @Pi / conj and denote 
T: CP’ + A the quotient map. Factorization by conj yields a smooth map p^: Y + 
and the following commutative diagram 
by 
A 
Split A into a union of a smaller disc, A, c A, and the annulus, C = Cl(A - AI ). It can 
be easily seen that p^ is a smooth fibering over the interior of A with a fiber S*, therefore 
F-‘(A,) E D2 x S2. Moreover, p^-‘(C) E S1 x D3. This is because the product of p^ 
and the regular smooth retraction, C 4 S’ , is a smooth D’-fibering, r : p^- ’ (C) - S' . 
Furthermore, it is well known that a 4-manifold with the boundary S’ x S* can be filled 
up by S’ x D3 in a unique way (see, e.g., [ 1 l]), thus, Y 2 S4. 
3.2. Conic bundles 
In this section we prove the following 
Proposition 4. Zf X is a real minimal conic bundle with m singular fibers, then Y is 
diffeomorphic to #,@p2. 
Proof. Let p : X + CP’ be a real minimal conic bundle and p^: Y --f A obtained by 
factorization by conj, as in Section 3.1. Denote by ~1, . , zm E WP’ = aA the points 
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tYP 
type’ 1 $~n;~) g H A, z (@P* # c’p2) - fi” 3-handle 
Fig. 1. Proof of Proposition 4. 
whose fibers are singular, p-’ (x2) = EL U Ey, that is, by Theorem 3(5), wedges of pairs 
of exceptional curves, Ei and E,“, permuted by the complex conjugation; assume also that 
the points x’, ,LC, are ordered cyclically on aA. Denote by Ei = p-‘(xi)/ conj = 
p^-’ (xi) the common image of E,’ and E,” in Y and by Pi the intersection point of 
E,’ and Er, i = l,... , m. Call 2 E RP’ - (21,. . . ,2,} C CP’ a point of type 1 if 
the restriction of conj to p-‘(z) has nonempty set of fixed points (hence, p^-‘(z) = 
p-‘(z)/ conj E D2), and a point of type 2 otherwise (then, F-‘(X) ” RP*). It is well 
known (and easy to check) that p^lx, is a smooth map, which has critical points only at 
Pi, i = 1, . . . , m, and that the type of a point z E aA changes as we cross zi (cf. [ 14]), 
which explains by the way why m is even, m = 2n,. 
Let li, i = 1. . . . , m - 1, denote the closed arcs in aA between X~ and Q+’ and 1, 
the arc between 2, and ICI ; all arcs are chosen so that their interiors contain none of z, . 
Furthermore, let us choose the order of z, so that I, consists of points of type 1 for odd 
i and type 2 for even i. Consider small regular closed disjoint neighborhoods N, c A of 
the arcs lz2, i = 1,. . ,n (see Fig. I), and put No = Cl(A - Uy=“=, N%), Ai = p^-‘(N,), 
i, = 0,. ~ n. 
Lemma 5. A0 is diffeomorphic to S4 - n 64 (a 4-sphere with n disjoint open regular 
4-discs removed). 
Proof. Let T, be small disjoint closed regular neighborhoods of lzi_’ n No in No, A’ = 
Cl(No - UT=“=, Ti). Note that p^-‘(Ti) ” I x D3, where I E [0, I]. This follows from the 
arguments similar to the ones in Section 3.1; namely, choose a diffeomorphism T, 2 I x I 
which maps 12i_’ n No to I x (0) and note that p^-‘(t x I) ” 03, t E 1. Thus we obtain 
a II’-fiber bundle p^-’ (Ti) + I and get the diffeomorphism in question. This description 
shows that 6-l (T,) can be viewed as 3-handles attached to @-‘(A’) ” D* x S* along 
I x S2 with I = T, n A’ c D2 (see Fig. 1). Such a surgery yields S4 - n fi4. 0 
- 
Lemma 6. Ai, i = 1, . , ‘n, are diffeomorphic to @P2 # @p2- 6 4. 
Proof. Let S, c A be a small closed regular neighborhood of zi, i = 1, . ,2n, and 
Bi = p^-’ (St). Note, first, that Bi is a regular neighborhood of Ei. To see it we should 
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check how the complex conjugation acts on B^i = q-l (Bi) = p-’ (,$), where gi = c(Si) 
is a small closed regular neighborhood of zi in CP’ . It is well known that gi is a regular 
neighborhood of the singular fiber, E,! U E,” (see, e.g., [8]), that is a plumbing of the 
tubular neighborhoods, R:, Ry, of E,! and E,!‘. We can choose Rb, RF so that they 
are permuted by conj and view gi as a conj-symmetric 4-disc R: n RF with a pair of 
(- I)-framed 2-handles attached along a Hopf link, which are permuted by conj. Then 
R: n Rr/conj is clearly again a 4-disk. Bi is obtained from this 4-disc by adding a 
2-handle attached along an unknot. The framing of the latter is -2, as it can be easily 
seen, In particular, 3Bi ” IWP”. 
Furthermore, Ai is obtained by gluing together Bzi and Bzi+l along the part of 
their boundary homeomorphic to IwP3 - h4 c IwP3. To describe the resulting mani- 
fold, consider a pattern, H, the total space of a smooth 2-disc fiber bundle over 
S2 with the normal number -2, SO that Bzi z Bzi+I ” H and Ai ” H Uf H, 
where f^ : IwP3- D --f IwP3 - D O4 O4. is the corresponding gluing map. Note that f* can 
be extended to f : IwP3 -+ IwP3, which yields a closed manifold R = H Uf H. 
Then, obviously, Ai %’ R - b4 and since Diff+(IWP3) is known to be connected 
(cf. [9]), R is diffeomorphic to a manifold obtained by gluing two copies of H 
along an arbitrary orientation reversing diffeomorphism g : IwP3 + IwP3 (g is orien- 
tation reversing since b2f(Ai) = 0). Finally, it is a standard and trivial exercise in 
Kirby calculus to check that if g is a mirror reflection, then H U, H c?’ @p2 # 
CF2. 0 
By the above lemmas, Y is obtained from A0 Z S4 - n h4 by filling the “holes” with 
Ai g (@p* #m*)- h4, which yields #,@p*. 
3.3. Del Peuo sqhaces of degree 1 
Fig. 2 shows a construction of a curve A = Q n C, the intersection of a quadratic 
cone Q with a cubic surface C c CP3, whose real part AR consists of 4 ovals (i.e., 
components contractible in Qn - {P}), and a component noncontractible in Qn - {P}. 
Consider a double covering p : X -+ Q branched along A and at the vertex of Q, and 
choose the one of two possible liftings to X of the real structures in Q for which p maps 
Xn into the domain which consists of 4 discs bounded by the ovals of AR and of the 
part of Qn bounded by the noncontractible component and P, as it is shown on Fig. 2 
(standard details on liftings of real structures can be found, e.g., in [6]). 
From the construction of A it can be easily seen that a pair of ovals of Aa can be fused 
by a deformation of C, after passing a nodal singularity on AR. This gives a deformation 
of double coverings fusing a pair of real components of Xn. It is shown in [12] that 
the effect for the quotient Y = X/ conj of such a deformation is a blow-down. Since 
Theorem 1 is already set up for rational surfaces with 4 real components, we have proved 
it in our case as well. Cl 
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Fig. 2. The quadratic one & is the double plane branched along a pair of real lines, LI, L2. 
A cubic surface C is the pullback of the cubic curve obtained by a perturbation of 3 lines (left 
figure). 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
Let p : _% + X be the double covering of a real Enriques surface (X, conj) by K3 
surface 2. Denote by ci : _% -+ 2, i = 1,2, the antiholomorphic involutions, covering 
conj; cl and c2 commute and give in product the covering transformation t : 2 + _f? 
of p. We assume that one of the involutions, say cl, has a fixed point, since, otherwise 
Z/2 x Z/2 acts freely on X and Y = X/conj is not simply connected. Further, c2 (or, 
equally, t) induces an involution ci : X’ -+ X’ on the quotient space X’ = X/cl. 
Now, one can change the complex structure on X so that cl becomes a holomor- 
phic involution, whereas c2 and, therefore, t antiholomorphic. To make it we pick up 
a Z/2 x Z/2-symmetric Calabi-Yau metric on X and apply a version of the Donald- 
son construction [3], which uses the hyper K5hler property of K3 surfaces to vary the 
complex structure on X. Some novelty related to Enriques surfaces is the additional 
symmetry with respect to t, which is due to the uniqueness of the Calabi-Yau metric 
with respect to the KMer form induced from a conj-symmetric metric on X. 
Quotients of K3 surfaces by holomorphic involutions, which have nonempty fixed 
point set, are known to be rational (see, e.g., [8,15]), therefore, X’ gets a structure of 
rational surface with the real structure ck. Hence, by Theorem 1, Y = Xl/c; splits into 
a connected sum of @p*‘s provided it is simply connected. q 
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